Year 3 Home Learning – Mrs Quarshie’s Stream Group. WC 4.2.19
Reading.
Read at least 5 times every week for 15 minutes
and record it in your Reading Record book. Also
take the Accelerated Reader quiz when you
finish reading the book. Books to be changed
once you have taken the quiz.

Writing.
This Spring term, our focus is on Roman. The
book we are looking at is the “Roman Diary”.
Write a diary entry, in first person as Apollo.
Write about how his day began since the
day his father received the news of their
sudden trip, till the moment they were
captured and sold to the tall man (direct
speech, fronted adverbials, descriptive
languages and noun phrases), please
include these in your writing.
Complete in your homework book.

Handwriting.
Practice a, e, i, o, u, using the continuous
cursive style on www.teachhandwriting.co.uk

Maths.
Time’s tables: Practice your 4 and 6 times
tables and their division facts
Answer these questions in your homework
book:
In Maths, we are looking at Multiplication and
division.
Solve these
48 x 6 =
39 x 4 =
73 x 5 =
12 x 3 =
Challenge:
Write a division number sentence for each.

Due in Monday 11th
February 2019.

Spellings.
Please practice these words at
home and find their meaning:
voyage
excursion
community
opportunity
Colosseum

Topic project.
In Topic, we are learning about the
Romans. We have look at some
Roman roads. Design a road for your
community from place of interest to
the other using some materials such as
grass sand tiny stones and many
more.

In one month 382 adults and 65 children stayed in a hotel.

How

many people stayed at the hotel altogether?
A car park has room for 275 cars. 129 cars are parked in the car
park. How
How many spaces are left?
Jack went on holiday. His flight cost £120, the hotel £295 and
spending money £427. How much did Jack spend on his holiday?
A tracksuit top costs £12.75 and matching
matching tracksuit bottoms cost
£9.50. How much does the tracksuit
tracksuit cost altogether?

